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Abstract—This paper explores efficient 3G/4G budget utilization in mobile sensing applications. Distinct from previous research work

that either relied on limited WiFi access points or assumed the availability of unlimited 3G/4G communication capability, we offer a

more practical mobile sensing system that leverages potential 3G/4G budgets that participants contribute at will, and uses it

efficiently customized for the needs of multiple mobile sensing applications with heterogeneous sensitivity to environmental changes.

We address the challenge that the information of data generation and WiFi encounters is not a priori knowledge, and propose an online

decision making algorithm that takes advantage of participants’ historical data. Three typical mobile sensing applications, vehicular

application, mobile health and video sharing application are explored. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed algorithms

lead to significantly better system performance compared to alternative solutions for both applications.

Index Terms—Mobile sensing, vehicular application, mobile health, video sharing, system performance optimization

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we develop a novel smart phone basedmobile
sensing system that achieves efficient utilization of limited

3G/4G budgets to improve system performance. This work is
motivated by the emergence of multiple types of mobile sens-
ing applications [1], [2], [3], where data are collected from
smartphones and wearable devices, stored locally, then off-
loaded to backend servers via WiFi or 3G/4G. We assume
that users will typically not allowmobile sensing applications
to use 3G/4G communicationwithout limitation, since unlim-
iteddata plans are no longer prevalent [4], [5]. TheWiFi-based
store-and-forward approach, on the other hand, may result in
large latencymotivating thework described in this paper.

Vehicular applications and mobile health are two most
important mobile sensing applications nowadays. Vehicles
become popular mobile sensing platforms mainly due to two
reasons. First, their natural mobility increases coverage for
manymobile sensing applications [6]. Second, our daily com-
mute itself has become a target of many research efforts, such

as those that aim to save fuel consumption [3], find available
parking positions [7], avoid traffic jams or routes in bad condi-
tion [1], [2], [8], or share general road-side events [9]. With the
help of wearable devices and smartphones, mobile health
generates tremendous amounts of location-rich, real-time,
high-frequency data [10], [11]. Remote monitoring on com-
mon chronic diseases such as diabetes [12], asthma [13], [14],
drop foot [15], and depression [10] has been extensively stud-
ied in recent years. The main difference between these two
mobile sensing applications lies in that mobile health is much
more safety-critical and thus needs real time response when
emergency situation occurs. In addition, video based applica-
tion is a special type of mobile sensing, as the generated data
are typically with large size, results in potential data offload
failure due tomobility. Video sharing applications are becom-
ingmore popular in the social sensing research field.

Exploiting users’ own phones avoids additional invest-
ment costs to participants. Compared to placing conven-
tional PC-like devices in cars/buses or people ourselves [1],
[9], [16], smart phones are more pervasive and easy to use,
while meeting application requirements of sensing, compu-
tation, and storage.

The philosophy underlying our work is that we believe
many participants are indeed capable of contributing a bud-
get of 3G/4G data. They either still use an unlimited data
plan, or have a limited data plan but only use a small por-
tion of it every month. The incentive for these participants
to contribute a 3G/4G budget in support of mobile sensing
applications is that they want to have their own vehicular
or health data delivered and analyzed more reliably and
quickly without extra cost, leading to improved feedback
services for themselves.

Advances of technologies have made smart phones now-
adays powerful enough to run multiple mobile sensing
applications simultaneously. These applications typically
have heterogeneous sensitivity/tolerance to environmental
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changes, for example, applications for traffic monitoring or
parking lot availability are no doubt more sensitive than
those for finding all Starbucks in a city or raising greener
driving habits for aggressive drivers. For a patient with dia-
betes, applications for monitoring glucose have no doubt
higher priority than those for detecting high blood pressure
or monitoring pulse. This difference of properties among
applications, typically represented by utility of received
data, brings further opportunity to optimize the quality
of information (QoI) during offloading process under the
limited 3G/4G budget constraint.

The main contribution in this paper lies in that we
develop a novel communication framework in mobile sens-
ing applications, in which a decision making algorithm is
designed to assign the limited 3G/4G budget to the sensory
data of multiple mobile sensing applications for better over-
all utility. The biggest challenge behind this problem is that
the information of data generation and encounter of WiFi
access points is not a priori knowledge, thus conventional
deterministic resource allocation methods are not applicable
here. Instead, our solution predicts these information by tak-
ing advantage of participants’ historical data, and provides
an online decision making algorithm to decide which sen-
sory data should be offloaded via 3G/4G communication
while others wait for WiFi access points. Our approach is
applied to three typical mobile sensing applications: vehicu-
lar application, mobile health and video based application.

For vehicular applications, our solution is evaluated by
experimental results from a campus-wide deployment with
30 participants, each driving at least 100 miles. Simulation
results of replaying the generated sensory data and WiFi
encounters in the deployment demonstrate that our pro-
posed solutions successfully improve the overall utility of
received data, and can be tailored for heterogeneous needs
of multiple mobile sensing applications. For mobile health,
we fully implement our solution on off-the-shelf Google
Nexus 5 phones, and our solution is evaluated by experi-
mental results from a six-week-long deployment with 10
participants. Results of replaying the generated healthcare
data and WiFi encounters in the deployment demonstrate
that our approach successfully achieves better system per-
formance, especially increases timely data delivery signi-
ficantly for high-risk healthcare data. For video based
application, our solution is evaluated by the FCVID Video
Dataset [17] with 91,223 different video clips of 239 catego-
ries. Experimental results show that our solution success-
fully improves the total score of uploaded videos by 728
percent when budget is 900 MB.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
compare our work with state of the art in Section 2 and
present the system design for vehicular and mobile health
applications in Sections 3 and 3.3, respectively. The evalua-
tion for our proposed solution is discussed in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Most prior vehicular mobile sensing applications have
focused on leveraging smart phones placed in vehicles. For
example, the Nericell project [2] presents a system that
performs rich sensing using smartphones that users carry

with them in normal course, to monitor road and traffic con-
ditions. The GreenGPS system [3] provides a service that
computes fuel-efficient routes for vehicles between arbitrary
end-points, by exploiting vehicular sensor measurements
available through the On Board Diagnostic (OBD-II) inter-
face of the car and GPS sensors on smart phones. Signal-
Guru [1] is a software service that relies solely on a
collection of mobile phones to detect and predict the traffic
signal schedule, producing a Green Light Optimal Speed
Advisory (GLOSA). These systems rely on WiFi access
points, and assume transmitting data through 3G/4G
networks is not desirable. However, open public WiFi is
becoming less prevalent as more access points are becoming
private or secure, resulting in a big delay time for generated
sensory data to be delivered. Our paper aims to overcome
this drawback by allowing participants who have many
remaining 3G/4G data every month to contribute a reason-
able 3G/4G budget without extra cost to help improve the
system performance.

Most prior work on mobile health applications have
focused on healthcare data analytics to assist patients with
chronic diseases. For example, the Empath project [10]
presents a real-time depression system for the home through
monitoring various data including sleep, weight, activities
of daily living and speech prosody. DexterNet [11] is an tele-
monitoring system based on a wireless body sensor net-
work, which focuses on monitoring activity patterns and
cumulative exposures to air pollution, transferring of this
data to a health information system, and feedback of infor-
mation to the user on how to manage activity, and reduce
the potential for asthma exacerbation. The FIDES project [18]
is a telemedicine solution that allows the pharmacy custom-
ers to perform self-monitoring operations using a predefined
set of medical analysis devices. The collected data are used
to build what can be considered a sort of electronic case his-
tory of the user that is stored in a centralized database bank.
Similar to those work in vehicular applications, they encoun-
ter the problem of WiFi scarcity and 3G/4G cost, and we
propose in this paper a novel solution that utilized pre-
defined 3G/4G budget to reduce data delivery latency.

Consumption of mobile data by the pervasive usage of
smart phones is forcing carriers to find ways to offload the
network. Since the modern smart phones have been intro-
duced worldwide, more and more users have become eager
to engage with mobile applications and connected services.
This eagerness has boosted up sales in the market more
than 64 percent up annually worldwide in Q2 2010 [19].
Simultaneously, smartphone owners are using an increas-
ing number of applications requiring the transfer of large
amounts of data to/from mobile devices. As a consequence,
the traffic generated by such devices has caused many prob-
lems to 3G/4G network providers. AT&T’s subscribers in
USA were getting extremely slow or no service at all
because of network straining to meet iPhone users’ demand
[4]. The company switched from unlimited traffic plans to
tiered pricing for 3G/4G data users in summer 2010. Simi-
larly, Dutch T-Mobile infrastructure has not been able to
cope with intense 3G/4G traffic, forcing the company to
issue refunds for affected users [5]. Meanwhile, carriers are
willing to use more pervasive technologies, such as Wi-Fi
access points and hot spots. The proliferation of modern
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Wi-Fi enabled smartphones, together with the network pro-
viders tendency towards already existing technologies has
turn Wi-Fi offloading into a reality. However, it is reported
that the WiFi coverage is quite limited, usually under 20
percent, even in big cities [20].

Several existing work have investigated making use of
different types of communications for data dissemination/
collection purposes. Wiffler [20] is a system to augment
access to 3G/4G network through WiFi offloading, by
leveraging delay tolerance and fast switching of devices.
However, it focuses only on Internet access from moving
vehicles. Han et al. proposed MoSoNet [21], the first work
to exploit opportunistic communication to alleviate 3G/4G
traffic, achieved by using a target set and 3G/4G recovery.
However, this approach only works for data dissemination
and is not applicable for data collection process as in our
mobile sensing applications. The VIP-delegation work [22]
proposed a data dissemination/collection model based on
social groups. Lee et al. measured the performance of 3G/
4G mobile data offloading through WiFi networks, and
emphasized the incentive of delayed offloading to save traf-
fic and energy [23]. The MultiNets [24] is a system capable
of switching between wireless network interfaces (e.g., 3G/
4G and WiFi) on mobile devices in real-time, to achieve
higher throughput and save energy. Besides the differences
in both the nature of the problem and the application sce-
nario compared to our work, these related work consider all
data are of the same type and importance, while we take
one step forward and address the scenarios of multiple
applications running simultaneously, which is the trend as
smart phones are more powerful nowadays. Moreover, all
of them considering 3G/4G communications assume there
is no limitation for 3G/4G usage, which is not reasonable in
the near future; instead, we take advantage of those who
are capable of contributing a 3G/4G budget to the mobile
sensing applications, and address the problem of efficient
utilization of these precious 3G/4G data.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we present the system design for efficient
3G/4G budget utilization for various mobile sensing appli-
cations. We first describe the system model, then explain
our proposed algorithms in detail for three different mobile
sensing applications.

3.1 System Model

Our system is designed to operate in a mobile sensing net-
work of nmobile nodes (vehicles, patients, or smart phones)
that can generate sensor data via smart phones of partici-
pants. Each sensor node generates N types of data packets.
The sampling rates of these packets are denoted by
�1; �2; . . . ; �N , respectively. Some of these packets are more
sensitive/tolerant to environmental changes than others,
and the utility functions of these packets are U1; U2; . . . ; UN .
We assume that, for every data packet, its utility is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of time t. All nodes have buf-
fers of fixed size C0 that can be used to store packets.

The mobile sensing area is partially covered by WiFi
access points. When a sensor node moves into the range of
an access point, data packets in its buffer are offloaded to a

backend server through WiFi communications. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the WiFi capacity is large
enough to offload all data packets in the buffer. This
assumption is reasonable because participants usually can
only access those WiFi networks at their homes, offices, and
some public places like shopping malls, and spend quite a
long time in these places. In addition, the size of mobile
sensing data typically are small as long as no large amount
of video clips are generated.

Each sensor node is associated with an amount of 3G/4G
budget. This budget is determined by the participant itself,
based on his/her 3G/4G data plan, living style, and willing-
ness to contribute to the mobile sensing applications. For
simplicity, the mobile sensing process is divided into multi-
ple cycles, and the budget is equally assigned into each
cycle. For instance, 600 bytes of budget per month can be
transferred to 20 bytes per day. This assignment is additive,
which means the remaining budget from previous cycles is
accumulated into the new one.

Under this system model (as shown in Fig. 1), we are
interested in solving the following problem: At any time
point in a cycle, whether packets in the buffer should
be transmitted through 3G/4G communications if there are
still 3G/4G budget remaining? If so, how much and which
of them should be sent? This problem is challenging mainly
because the information of when new sensor data are gener-
ated and the participants can encounter an access point is
NOT a priori knowledge, and utility functions are different
among multiple mobile sensing applications. In the rest of
this section, we first describe the 3G/4G-budget online algo-
rithm to predict these information based on the participants’
historical data, then present a heuristic algorithm running in
a simple and effective fashion.

3.2 Optimization in Vehicular Applications

3.2.1 Online 3G/4G-Budget Algorithm

As detailed above, in practice the global information about
data generation and WiFi access point encounters is
unknown in advance. In this section, we develop an online
algorithm that does not assume the availability of these
information and estimate them based on historical data of
participants.

Let each data plan period have K time cycles and each
time point t0 in a data plan period can be expressed as time
t of cycle ct. At time t of ct within a data plan period, we
assume there are n data clusters of size q1; . . . ; qn in queue.
Each of the data clusters is consisted of data packets gener-
ated at the same time and from the same type of application.

Fig. 1. Mobile sensing system model.
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These n data clusters have utilities u1; . . . ; un at time t0. The
objective of this online algorithm is to decide at this time
point, which of the n data clusters should be uploaded
and how much of them should be uploaded using 3G/4G
communications. Assume that when WiFi is connected for
the first time after time t0, the utilities of them become v1; . . . ;
vn. After time t0 and within the current data plan period,
there arem data clusters generated with size Q1; . . . ; Qm and
utilities U1; . . . ; Um. These data clusters have utilities V1; . . . ;
Vm when WiFi is first connected after the data are generated.
All ofm, v1; . . . ; vn,Q1; . . . ; Qm, U1; . . . ; Um and V1; . . . ; Vm are
unknown.

Assume that xi out of qi is uploaded at time t using 3G/
4G network and the rest of ith data cluster will be uploaded
via wireless when an access point is encountered. The
reason that besides xi, no data is uploaded using 3G/4G
network is, given the fixed budget, the uploaded data will
cost the same amount of budget and an earlier upload
would have larger utility.

Therefore, for the data in queue at time t0, the total
uploaded utility is

Ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

xiui þ
Xn
i¼1

ðqi � xiÞvi

¼
Xn
i¼1

viqi þ
Xn
i¼1

ðui � viÞxi:

Then after time t0, the total budget left is B�Pn
i¼1 xi.

Therefore, the maximum uploaded utility for the data pack-
ets generated after time t0 is

Gtðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼

max
y1;...;ym

Xm
i¼1

ViQi þ
Xm
i¼1

ðUi � ViÞyi

s:t: 0 � yi � Qi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;m

Xm
i¼1

yi � B�
Xn
i¼1

xi:

The solution for x1; . . . ; xn is to maximize

E½Ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞ þGtðx1; . . . ; xnÞ�;
where the expectation is over v1; . . . ; vn, m, Q1; . . . ; Qm,
U1; . . . ; Um and V1; . . . ; Vm.

In practice, the optimization is computationally expen-
sive, so instead of maximizing the expectation of the total
uploaded utility, we estimate the unknown m, v1; . . . ; vn,
Q1; . . . ; Qm and V1; . . . ; Vm using the historical data and then
solve for ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ. Here the estimations from the histori-
cal data are based on individual cycles. To estimate m and
Qi’s, the mean cluster size generated from each type of
application at every time point within a cycle using histori-
cal data is computed. Then the estimator of m, m̂ is simply
the number of data clusters with non-zero mean size. The

estimators for Qi’s, Q̂i’s are the mean cluster sizes multi-
plied by ðK � ctÞ for the time points prior to or at time t and
multiplied by ðK � ct þ 1Þ for the time points after t. To esti-
mate v1; . . . ; vn and V1; . . . ; Vm̂, the mean time to wireless
connection for each time point within a cycle is computed

from historical data and the estimators v̂1; . . . ; v̂n, V̂1; . . . ; V̂m̂

are obtained using utility functions.
Then x1; . . . ; xn can be estimated by solving

max
x1;...;xn;y1;...;ym̂

Xn
i¼1

viqi þ
Xn
i¼1

ðqi � xiÞv̂i (1)

þ
X̂m
i¼1

V̂iQ̂i þ
X̂m
i¼1

ðÛi � V̂iÞyi (2)

s:t: 0 � xi � ui; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n (3)

0 � yi � Q̂i; i ¼ 1; . . . ; m̂ (4)

Xn
i¼1

xi þ
X̂m
i¼1

yi � B: (5)

We note that this is a standard linear programming prob-
lem. In addition, with the assumption that all data packets
have approximately the same size, the number of data pack-
ets that should be uploaded via 3G/4G at time t0 can be
solved using following approach,

1) sort the all data clusters, including data clusters in
current queue and future data clusters estimated
from historical data, in the decreasing order of utility
loss, i.e., ui � v̂i and Ûi � V̂i

2) if the budget B allows, the data packets with larger

ui � v̂i or Ûi � V̂i will have higher priorities of being
uploaded via 3G/4G network, according to the order
derived above. If a future data cluster has priority
and the budget also allows, even though it is not
generated at time t0, budget will be reserved for it.
Thus there will be less budget for the data behind it.
A data packet in queue at time t0 will be uploaded at
time t0 via 3G/4G network if all data clusters in front
of it have not taken up all available budget.

The online 3G/4G-budget algorithm needs to keep the
following historical data to process: assuming that there are
n time points in a cycle, and the total number of data types
is m. First, a n�m matrix is used to record average amount
of data generated for each data type at any time point in
previous cycles. Then another n�m matrix to keep the
number of cycles for the first matrix is required. Similarly,
two vectors with length n are needed to record the average
time to meet WiFi access point at each time point in previ-
ous cycles and the number of cycles for these records.
Therefore, totally 2nðmþ 1Þ records need to be kept, and
the total storage overhead highly depends on n indicating
the frequency of running the algorithm.

3.2.2 Heuristic Algorithm

One drawback of the online 3G/4G-budget algorithm is that
it requires a large amount of computation to update the
matrixes for historical data and run the algorithm at all time
points, therefore, it may consume a big amount of storage
and energy for resource-constraint mobile phone platforms.

Based on this observation, we propose a heuristic algo-
rithm to provide a simple and effective solution. The idea
is to split the overall 3G/4G budget in each cycle into
two pieces: reserved budget B1 and flexible budget B2.
Namely, B1 is reserved for those applications that are sen-
sitive to environmental changes, denoted by SENSITIVE.
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applications in SENSITIVE can be selected by setting a
threshold by the application provides about when they
think the data is not interested any more, and a prede-
fined threshold can be used to differentiate SENSITIVE.
Based on the historical information, the average amount
of data generated for SENSITIVE in a cycle can be calcu-
lated, denoted by n0. To make the reservation more
conservative, we also set a balance coefficient, denoted by
a, to n0. Thus, B1 can be obtained by

B1 ¼ a � n0: (6)

The flexible budget, B2, can be used by those applications
that are not sensitive to environmental changes, denoted by
Non-SENSITIVE. Moreover, applications in SENSITIVE can
use this flexible budget as well if B1 runs out and there are
still remaining B2.

When a new cycle starts and there are remaining data
in the queue from the last cycle, these data will be
uploaded using the new budget following the same rule
as above. The order of upload in SENSITIVE and Non-
SENSITIVE is based on the application thresholds set by
different providers, and those with more sensitive prop-
erties have higher priority.

Within a cycle, the algorithm only runs at time points
when new data are generated and the budget is not empty.
Decisions are made for data in the queue in a greedy fash-
ion: If there is budget in the right category, send that data
via 3G/4G; otherwise, wait for WiFi communications.

3.3 Optimization in Mobile Health

Mobile health Data are divided into three categories based
on predefined rules: high risk, medium risk, and low risk.
We assume that the utility of data with high and medium
risk monotonically decreases with time because these data
are the fundamental evidence of disease diagnosis and
treatment, and meanwhile that the utility of low-risk data is
a constant over time; and each mobile node has sufficient
space to store packets, which is no doubt a reasonable
assumption for off-the-shelf smartphones today. We also
assume that when the data is generated from the wearable
devices, additional supportive data may also be generated.
The supportive data may be provided by the users or gener-
ated by the smartphones, which could be used to help the
clinicians further diagnose or treatment the disease. For
example, the users may provide a brief voice record that
describes users’ diet or workout patterns at a particular
time that could explain the clinical abnormalities detected
by the wearable devices.

We first introduce the notations for the analytical model.
We assume that at current time, data of size s

ð1Þ
0 is generated

from a medical wearable device and supportive data of s
ð2Þ
0

is also generated. We assume that there is D days left in the
current budget cycle and the total 3G/4G budget reserved
for health applications within the current cycle is B.
We denote the size of the data generated from different
medical devices in the future time within the current cycle

by s
ð1Þ
i , and the time that the data is generated by t

ð1Þ
i , i ¼

1; . . . ; N , where t
ð1Þ
1 < t

ð1Þ
2 < � � � < t

ð1Þ
N . We also denote the

size of the supportive data by s
ð2Þ
i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; N .

We assume that when the data of size s
ð1Þ
i is generated

from a medical wearable device at time t
ð1Þ
i , a risk score ri is

also generated based upon the nature of the data. The risk
score ri can be categorized into three classes by two thresh-
olds v1 and v2: high risk when ri > v2, medium risk when
v1 < ri � v2, and low risk when ri � v1. The thresholds v1
and v2 should depend on the user’s general health condi-
tions and medical experts’ recommendations. For example,
a cancer patient that is going through chemotherapies may
be more likely to have some common side effects, thus the
clinicians may recommend different values of v1 and v2 for
this patient. We assume that the utility for the low-risk data
remains a constant l1 over time. For the high-risk data, the
initial utility is l3 and due to the importance of the high-risk
data, the utility decreases to 0 immediately at the next time
point. For the medium-risk data, the initial utility is l2 and it
immediately decreases to l2=2 at the next time point. Here,
we assume that 2l1 < l2 < l3.

We also assume that at current time, there are also data
generated previously awaiting uploading. Their sizes are
denoted by ai, i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; their utilities are denoted by
bi’s; and their risk scores are denoted by ci’s.

In order to best utilize the 3G/4G budget, it is to identify
whether the data just generated and the data in the queue
should be uploaded using 3G/4G. Obviously the if the data
is to be uploaded via 3G/4G, it should be uploaded as early
as possible to ensure better overall utility. Then it is to solve

max
Xm
i¼1

xiai þ ð1� xiÞ l2
2
Iðv1 <ci�v2Þ þ l2Iðci�v1Þ

� �� �

þ
XN
i¼0

yisi þ ð1� yiÞ l2
2
Iðv1 <ri�v2Þ þ l2Iðri�v1Þ

� �� �

s:t:
Xm
i¼1

xiai þ
XN
i¼0

yisi � B

xi 2 f0; 1g; yi 2 f0; 1g;

where si ¼ s
ð1Þ
i þ s

ð2Þ
i for ri > v1 and si ¼ sð1Þ for ri � v1.

This is equivalent to upload the data with the biggest utility
difference between the one at generation time and the small-
est possible utility. Thus the optimization problem above is
also to solve the following optimization problems in the
order ofM1,M2 andM3

M1 : max
H;H0

XN
i¼0

Iði2HÞIðri > v2Þsi þ
Xm
i¼1

Iði2H0ÞIðci > v2Þai

M2 : max
H;H0

XN
i¼0

Iði2HÞIðv1 <ri�v2Þsi

þ
Xm
i¼1

Iði2H0ÞIðv1 <ci�v2Þai

M3 : max
H;H0

XN
i¼0

Iði2HÞIðri�v1Þsi þ
Xm
i¼1

Iði2H0ÞIðci�v1Þai

s:t:
XN
i¼0

Iði2HÞsi þ
Xm
i¼1

Iði2HÞai � B;

where H is a subset of f0; 1; . . . ;Ng, H0 is a subset of
f1; . . . ;mg and they contain the indexes of the data that are
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uploaded via 3G/4G at current time. If s
ð1Þ
i ’s, s

ð2Þ
i ’s and ri’s are

known, the solution to the optimizations is straight forward.
The data with high-risk scores should be uploaded immedi-
ately and the corresponding personals should be notified. The
data withmedium-risk scores should be uploaded via 3G/4G
too if there is already enough budget for all the high-risk data.
For the low-risk data, they would only be uploaded via 3G/
4G if enough budget has been reserved for the high-risk and
medium-risk data and themain objective of collecting them is
to build up the health profile of the user.

However in practice, these variables are unknown as the
data are generated in future. We treat them as random vari-
ables and re-formulate the problem using the distribution
estimated from the historical data. When it is to decide
whether certain data should be uploaded via 3G/4G, we
reserve certain budget for the high-risk and medium-risk
data generated in future and take it into consideration. It is
obvious that if the current data is of high risk, we will
upload it via 3G/4G immediately. When it is of medium-
risk or low-risk, we will need to check if there is budget
available besides BH and BM . Let AH be the total size of
the high-risk data, including the supportive data; let AM

be the total size of the medium-risk data, including the
supportive data; and let AL be the total size of the low-risk

data, i.e., AH ¼ PN
i¼1 siIðri > v2Þ, AM ¼ PN

i¼1 siIðv1 <ri�v2Þ and

AL ¼ PN
i¼0 s

ð1Þ
i Iðri�v1Þ. Let BH and BM be the reserved bud-

get for high-risk and medium-risk budget. The parameters
BH and BM are determined by the probabilities that the
future high-risk and medium-risk data will be covered, i.e.,

P BH � minðAH;B� s0Iðr0 >v2ÞÞ
� � � 1� a1

P BM � minðAM;maxðB� s0Iðr0 >v1Þ �BH; 0ÞÞ
� �

� 1� a2:

Then when the medium-risk data is generated, it is to
check if there is enough budget besides reserved BH for
the future high-risk data. If there is not enough budget, then
the data is assigned to the medium-risk data queue. For the
low-risk data, we use a slightly different strategy to better
utilize the budget. If the current data is of low risk, we put it
in the low-risk data queue and it is to wait for time T before
it decides whether this data is uploaded via 3G/4G. This
strategy helps the scenario when there is a unusual amount
of data with high/medium risk in the near future.

To estimate BH and BM , we estimate the distribution of
AH and AM from the historical data. In this paper, we
assume that the amount of high-risk data and medium-risk
data over time follow a homogeneous Poisson process, i.e.,
for any given day, the size of high-risk data CH and
medium-risk data CM have the following distribution:

P ðCH ¼ kÞ ¼ expð��HÞ�
k
H

k!

P ðCM ¼ kÞ ¼ expð��MÞ�
k
M

k!
:

Then �H and �M can be estimated directly from historical

data, denoted by �̂H and �̂M . Then AH and AM follow

Poissonð�̂HTLÞ and Poissonð�̂MTLÞ, where TL denotes the

time left in current cycle in days. The parameters BH and
BM can be derived using the distribution percentiles of
the Poisson distribution. We may also use a second-order
Markov Chain model to predict the amount of high-risk
and medium-risk data based on the historical data gener-
ated shortly before the current time.

3.4 Optimization for Video Sharing

In the video sharing application, data are uploaded when
users share the video clips recorded on their smartphones.
Since some videos are similar, and video clips usually have
large size and partially uploaded clips are not able to be
shared to other participants, we have to consider the size of
video data as well. Therefore, we need to reduce the similar
uploaded videos for better utilization of 3G/4G budget.

We first introduce the notations for the analytical model.
We assume that at current time, a video, denoted by vi, with
size of li and category of ci is generated, and there are
already m videos in the server. The category of video is a
hierarchical name space, which is analogous to a path prefix
in a UNIX directory tree. We assume that the left budget is
B. k ci k is the length of ci.

Score is the measure of the dissimilarity between videos.
The current video score can be computed as

si ¼ di
li

di ¼
Pm

j¼1 dij

m

dij ¼ 1� k P ðci; cjÞ k
k cj k :

In order to diversify the uploaded videos with limited
3G/4G budget, the total score of uploaded videos is maxi-
mized, dij is the dissimilarity between vi and vj, P ðci; cjÞ is
the common sub prefix of ci and cj. Then it is to solve

max
X
H

si

s:t:
X
H

li � B;

whereH is the uploaded video set in the end.
We compare the score of current video clip and the

expected score of the future one video clip, which is com-
puted as

sn ¼ E½score�

¼
XC
k¼1

ðpn;k � skÞ

sk ¼ dk
lk
;

where C is number of category that already appeared. pn;k
indicates the probability of next video come from ck, which
can simply be estimated by the number of video generated
of ck. lk is the size of next video from ck, which can also be
estimated by historical size data of ck with the assumption
that the size of the videos follows Exponential distribution.
The video size distribution assumption is based on histo-
rical video size observation. Considering the amount of
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videos generated in future could be large, the original opti-
mization problem could be time consuming. Thus we only
compare the current and the next immediate video clip
to decide whether a video clip should be uploaded using
3G/4G, and this method can only get a suboptimal perfor-
mance. The algorithm is summarized as follows:

1) When vi generated. If WiFi is connected, upload via
WiFi immediately; Otherwise skip next

2) Get the score of vi and forecast the score of next one
video

3) Compare the si and sn. If si � sn and B > 0, upload
vi via 3G/4G immediately and update B; Otherwise
discard vi

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
approaches for all three mobile sensing applications.

4.1 Experimental Setting

We now give detailed information on the experiments and
dataset we use in the evaluation of our solutions. To evalu-
ate the proposed communication scheme, we conducted
two human subjects study in 2012 in vehicular application
and 2014 in mobile health. In addition, we use the FCVID
Video Dataset for evaluation in video sharing applications.

The study in vehicular application involved 30 partici-
pants (drivers), and each of them was required to drive at
least 100 miles. While we expect a mobile sensing applica-
tion to run on participants’ own phones, in this study we
gave our subjects phones pre-loaded with our software
(of which 15 were Galaxy Nexus phones [25], shown at the
bottom right in Fig. 2, and 15 were Nexus S phones [26],
shown at the top right). These phones were placed under
the windshield of their vehicles, as shown in circle A in
Fig. 3. Participants included students from various depart-
ments. To emphasize the performance in vehicular environ-
ments, they were asked to keep our phone in their car when
driving, but otherwise carry on their daily routines as usual.
They were not restricted to any specific routes and were not
asked to change their normal driving habits. The phones
were kept charged through a lighter-to-USB charger (Circle
C in Fig. 3) to support a long-term experiment and reduce
the odds of individuals otherwise forgetting to charge a
phone they do not use. When the phone was not charging
(i.e., the engine is off), sensor data collection stopped but

the communication component continued to run. The
mobile sensing application in this deployment was to collect
various types of sensory data about the vehicles while
participants were driving, including GPS locations (GPS),
on-board diagnostics (OBD) data [27], acceleration values
(ACC), and gyros (GYRO) data. Collection of this data set
was a good experimental methodology because these data
can be used for multiple purposes, such as enhancing
greener driving habits and analyzing traffic conditions.

Engine data were collected by the ELM 327 OBD-to-blue-
tooth adaptor (bottom center in Fig. 2), connected to the
OBD-II port, which is a standard feature in all vehicles sold
in the US since 1996, and usually located under the dash-
board (as shown in Circle B in Fig. 3). Collected engine infor-
mation included engine speed, RPM, mass air flow, and
throttle position. This information was transmitted to the
smart phone via bluetooth. The GPS, acceleration, and gyro
data were collected via corresponding sensors on the phone
respectively. GPS samples were obtained at 1 sample/sec-
ond for both types of phones. The sampling rate of the OBD
data, accelerometer, and gyroscope sensors were all set to
be as fast as the hardware allowed. We observed that
the actual data rate varied depending on car engine and
phone. These generated data were also displayed on a
logging interface screen so as to notify the participants that
the system was running. All data were saved in a local data-
base on the phone, and offloaded eventually to our backend
server, when an available WiFi access point was present.
We used the UIUC-campus-wide IllinoisNet as the only
authentication-required WiFi that was available to the
phones, which implies that participants can upload their data
when they drive to office but not when they are at home.
All open publicWiFi access points could be used aswell.

To record each meaningful event and generate a com-
plete dataset, a log file was stored locally on each smart
phone. It included the timestamp and content of GPS, OBD,
ACC, and GYRO data, the start and end timestamps of each
WiFi access point encounter, as well as which sensory data
packets were offloaded to the backend server during each
encounter. In addition, the timestamps when the car engine
was ON/OFF were also recorded for statistics purposes.
Finally, we noticed that 10 participants finished this deploy-
ment by taking one long-distance trip instead of driving
locally for a long period of time, thus we excluded them out
and only focus on the other 20 participants.

The study in mobile health involved 10 participants
including professors and students at the University of

Fig. 2. The hardware set.
Fig. 3. System in deployment.
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Science and Technology of China to mimic chronic patients,
and each of them was required to carry a Google Nexus 5
smartphone. The whole data collection process lasted for
one and a half month. We argue that a total of 10 partici-
pants is sufficient because the performance comparison of
alternative solutions is independent of mobility patterns
for different participants. In this study we gave our sub-
jects phone pre-loaded with our software. To emphasize
the performance, they were asked to keep carrying our
phone in their daily life, but otherwise keep up their daily
routines as usual. They were not restricted to any specific
routes and not asked to change their normal habits. The
phones were kept charged to support a long-term experi-
ment when participants were sleeping at night. The appli-
cation in this deployment was to collect various types of
sensory data about the participants, including heart rate,
blood pressure and blood glucose. These data can be
used for disease monitoring, such as heart disease, high
blood pressure and diabetes. Fig. 4 shows the Hygeia
user interface on a Google Nexus 5 phone.

The data were collected by external wearable sensors,
and transmitted to smartphone via Bluetooth. The sampling
rate of heart rate, blood pressure and blood glucose were
set to be as fast as the hardware allowed. All data were
saved in a local database on the phone, and offloaded even-
tually to our backend server, when an available WiFi access
point was present. In order to emphasize the mobility char-
acteristics, we intentionally disconnected the WiFi connec-
tions at participants’ homes, while allowing them to offload
data at other WiFi places, such as offices, cafes, and super-
markets. In this way, timely data delivery via 3G/4G com-
munications becomes the dominating manner.

To record each meaningful event and generate a com-
plete dataset, a log file was stored locally on each smart-
phone. It included the starting and ending timestamps of
each WiFi access point encounter. At the server side, the
arrival time of data packets and their values were recorded.

4.2 Methodology

We proceed to describe the methodology adopted in our
evaluation.

For vehicular application, we first obtain the whole data-
set by combining the local log files of 20 participants. Then
we divide each log file into multiple cycles for 3G/4G bud-
get assignment. In our evaluation we set the length of a
cycle to 24 hours. In each cycle, the detailed information
of generated data and WiFi encounters is available. We

define the GPS data as the SENSITIVE category to simulate
real-time traffic monitoring applications, in which the data
is not fresh any more after 30 minutes; and the other three
types of data as the NON-SENSITIVE category to simulate
fuel consumption analysis and driving habit improvement
applications, in which the data can last as long as a month.
For simplicity of calculation, we define the utility function,
donated by fðtÞ, for a piece of data in SENSITIVE (NON-
SENSITIVE) as: fð�Þ starts from 1 when the data is gener-
ated, and decreases linearly as time continues, finally
achieves a predefined threshold at time of 30 minutes
(30 days). We set the threshold to 0.001 in our experiment.

We compare the system performance of three candidate
solutions: Baseline, 3G/4G-Budget, and Heuristic. Baseline rep-
resents the default case in which 3G/4G communications
are not applicable and data can only be offloaded by WiFi
access points. The results for Baseline can be calculated
directly from the dataset. The other two solutions, on the
other hand, require the replay of the dataset by running
their own algorithms as described in Sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2, respectively. Varying amounts of 3G/4G budget are
adopted to evaluate its impact on system performance for
applications in different categories.

For mobile health, We first obtain the whole dataset by
combining the local log files of 10 participants. Then we
divide each log file into multiple cycles for 3G/4G budget
assignment. In our evaluation we set the length of a cycle to
24 hours. In each cycle, the detailed information of generated
data and WiFi encounters is available. We collected three
types of data, including heart rate, blood pressure(diastolic
blood pressure and systolic pressure) and blood glucose. As
explained earlier in Section 3.3, we classify each kind of data
into three different ranks, including high risk, middle risk
and low risk, which indicates the rank of potential danger to
the participant. For each type of data, its rank of risk is deter-
mined by predefined thresholds, v1 and v2. For heart
rate data, v1 ¼ 100=minute and v2 ¼ 120=minute. For blood
glucose data, v1 ¼ 7:0 mmol/L and v2 ¼ 9:0mmol/L. For dia-
stolic blood pressure, v1 ¼ 140 mmHg and v2 ¼ 180 mmHg.
For systolic pressure, v1 ¼ 90mmHg and v2 ¼ 110 mmHg. a1

and a2 are set to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively.
We compare the system performance of three candidate

solutions: BestEffort, Baseline and Hygeia. Baseline repre-
sents the default case in which 3G/4G communications are
not applicable and data can only be offloaded by WiFi
access points, and aims to display the lower bound of sys-
tem performance. The results for Baseline can be calculated
directly from the dataset. The other two solutions, on the
other hand, require the replay of the dataset by running
their own algorithms. The BestEffort solution is an alterna-
tive solution tailored for real time monitoring purposes. It
also allows participants to assign a 3G/4G budget in each
cycle, however, it forces each generated data, no matter
what risk rank it is, to be offloaded via WiFi or 3G/4G
within a very short time (10 seconds in our experiment),
otherwise this piece of data will be considered as obsolete
and discarded. Varying amounts of 3G/4G budget are
adopted to evaluate its impact on system performance for
applications in different categories.

For video sharing application, the metric we use is total
score of video clips uploaded to the backend server. The

Fig. 4. Hygeia user interface on the Nexus 5 phone.
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amount of budget for 3G/4G communication ranges from 0
to 2,400 MB, stepping by 300 MB. Five participants are
involved. We compare our algorithm, forecast, with two
other algorithms, forward and baseline. The baseline algorithm
only uses WiFi to upload video clips. The forward algorithm
uploads a video clip directly when it is generated as long as
there are remaining 3G/4G budgets.

4.3 Results

In this section, we present some statistics from our deploy-
ment, and analyze how they are related to the performance
of our proposed solutions.

4.3.1 Vehicular Application

Fig. 5 presents the number of active trips and offloading
events (where by offloading, we mean upload data to
server) for the 20 participants. Here active trips are defined
by the intervals in which sensory data are generated during
driving. We set the threshold between two consecutive
active trips to 30 minutes. Note that offloading events refer
to those really have data uploaded to backend server, not
including when the WiFi connection is established but there
is not enough time to finish the socket connection and trans-
fer data. We observe that both numbers vary a lot for differ-
ent users. Some users take more trips than others in the
deployment, within the range from 22 to 116 trips. This
result indicates that some participants drive more fre-
quently than others. The frequency of offloading events
also varies for different users. For instance, we found that
two participants were never able to finish an offloading
event, because there are no WiFi coverage on their normal
driving routines. On the other hand, one participant
finished 45 offloading events in 17 active trips, which
implies that his/her frequent driving route is well covered
by WiFi. Overall, the number of offloading events is small
compared to the number of active trips for most partici-
pants, this is reasonable because most students go to office/
class by walk or school bus, and there are no IllinoisNet
coverage when they drive to other off-campus places such
as grocery stores or shopping malls. These results indicate
that the utility for uploaded sensory data can be very low
due to the fact that open wireless access points are not

widespread. Our proposed solutions take advantage of the
quick delivery of 3G/4G communications and improve the
systems performance in terms of utility of uploaded data.

We also recorded the total amount of data in different
types for each participant in the deployment. This gives us
the comparison of data size in the SENSITIVE and NON-
SENSITIVE categories. The results of total amount of data
are shown in Fig. 6. We can see that the average total amount
of data for OBD, GPS, ACC, and GYRO are 5.38, 4.26, 92.3,
and 130.22mega bytes (MB), respectively. These results indi-
cate that there are 53.5 times of data generated for Non-
SENSITIVE than the SENSITIVE, which implies that theNon-
SENSITIVEwill be dominating in the overall performance.

We now compare the performance of the candidate solu-
tions, Baseline, 3G/4G-Budget, and Heuristic (with balance
coefficient set to 1), that we described in Section 4.2. The
metrics are the utility of data received at the backend server.
The amount of 3G/4G budget every month ranges from 5 to
50 MB, stepping by 5 MB. We choose this range mainly
based on two reasons. First, the total amount of GPS data
was around 5 MB on average. Therefore, with this smaller
budget, we can investigate the scenario in which some SEN-
SITIVE data are on hold in queue for the next cycle when
new budget is available. Second, participants may not want
to reserve too much budget from their limited data plan.
Taking the popular AT&T 200 MB/month data plan [28] for
example, one quarter of the limit, which is 50 MB, may be
the largest possible budget contributed by participants. The
budget is reset to 0 after each 30 cycles to reflect that data
plan starts for a new month. The dataset for each participant
is applied to the three candidate solutions, and statistics
such as mean and standard deviation are calculated.

Fig. 7 shows the results of data utility with error bars
using different candidate solutions under varying amount
of 3G/4G budget. First, we notice that the overall utility for
Baseline is 0.89, and only 0.37 for SENSITIVE. These results
indicate that data offloading only by WiFi access points is
not sufficient enough, especially for those applications that
are quite sensitive to environmental changes.

Second, we observe that both 3G/4G-budget and Heuristic
bring a performance gain to the Baseline solution, even
when the 3G/4G budget is 5 MB. The average utility
increases from 0.37 to 0.93 using 3G/4G-budget and 0.88

Fig. 5. Trip information for participants. Fig. 6. Comparison of total data amount among various data types.
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using Heuristic for SENSITIVE, which implies 151.4 percent
and 137.8 percent improvements, and from 0.90 to 0.96
using 3G/4G-budget and 0.93 using Heuristic for NON-
SENSITIVE. These results demonstrate that 3G/4G com-
munications are indispensable in mobile mobilesensing
applications, and a small portion of data plan (e.g., 2.5
percent of 200 MB in our case) can lead to a boost of sys-
tem performance especially for those applications that are
more sensitive to environment changes.

Third, it is obvious to see that, the performance goes up
as the amount of 3G/4G budget increases for 3G/4G-budget
and Heuristic in all cases. This is because more packets
are offloaded faster through 3G/4G communications.
Especially, the utility for SENSITIVE increases from 0.934 at
5 MB to 0.961 at 50 MB using 3G/4G-budget and from 0.879
at 5 MB to 0.991 at 50 MB using Heuristic. The variance of
data utility decreases too as the amount of budget increases.
These results indicate that the more budget participants are
willing to contribute to the mobile sensing applications,
the better system performance it will lead to.

Fourth, the performance of 3G/4G-budget is slightly better
than Heuristic for SENSITIVE when the budget is very small
(5MB) compared to the amount of generated data. The utility
is 0.93 for 3G/4G-budget and 0.88 for Heuristic. This is mainly
because only a portion of budget is reserved to SENSITIVE
using Heuristic, and the other part is quickly consumed by
data in Non-SENSITIVE, while 3G/4G-budget holds on the
budget for a while to wait for the generation of new SENSI-
TIVEdata.When the budget increases from 10 to 50MB,Heu-
ristic outperforms 3G/4G-budget because more budget are
assigned to SENSITIVE inHeuristic, but the data running 3G/
4G-budget sometimes are on hold if the decisionmaking algo-
rithm estimates that a WiFi encounter is approaching. We
also notice that Heuristic results in better utility than 3G/4G-
budget for Non-SENSITIVE. The main reason is that the driv-
ing pattern for participants are not regular enough for accu-
rate estimation in 3G/4G-budget. We noticed that most
participants did not drive much on weekdays, probably
because they went to office/class by walk or school bus. This
makes it a common case that much more data are generated
on weekends than weekdays, therefore, the estimation is
affected by anticipating that more data will be generated
later in the data plan period with larger utility loss and thus
decides to hold the budget, but finally that does not happen.

Fig. 8 depicts the average frequency ratio of Heuristic to
3G/4G-budget in cycles with new data generated for each
participant. For instance, a value 0.36 for Participant 3 indi-
cates that Heuristic runs 36 percent time of 3G/4G-Budget on

average for this user. In general, we observe that 3G/4G-bud-
get runs a lot more than Heuristic for most users. The ratio
ranges from 0.03 to 0.88 and the average is 0.39, which
implies that Heuristic only runs less than 40 percent than
3G/4G-budget on average.

In addition, both 3G/4G-budget and Heuristic perform
well in terms of customized for the needs of different types
of mobile sensing applications. The comparison of Figs. 7b
with 7c clearly shows that data in SENSITIVE obtained
more performance gain than those in Non-SENSITIVE,
based on their different utility functions. These results dem-
onstrate that our proposed solutions are capable of dealing
with multiple heterogeneous mobile sensing applications
and provide tailored solution to improve the overall utility
in the system.

Finally, we compare the utility performance using Heu-
ristic under varying balance coefficients, ranging from 1 to
1.2 stepping with 0,05. The 3G/4G budget is 5 MB. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. We can see that the utility for
SENSITIVE increases from 0.879 to 0.893 while the utility
for Non-SENSITIVE decreases from 0.933 to 0.932. These
results indicate that, when reserving more budget for SEN-
SITIVE, more data in SENSITIVE were offloaded faster
through 3G/4G communication and thus the improved per-
formance; while on the other hand, data in Non-SENSITIVE
have to wait longer on average, resulting in poorer perfor-
mance. Due to the relatively smaller 3G/4G budget com-
pared to the total amount of data in Non-SENSITIVE, the
decreasing ratio is very small.

Fig. 7. Utility Comparison: Baseline, 3G/4G-budget, and Heuristic.

Fig. 8. Frequency ratio of Heuristic to 3G/4G-budget on active cycles.
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4.3.2 Mobile Health

We proceed to present the experimental results in mobile
health. The metric we use is the percentage of data
uploaded to the backend server. The amount of budget for
3G/4G communication rages from 1 to 15 MB, stepping by
2 MB. We choose this range mainly based on the following
reason. We observe that the total amount of high risk data
was around 0.24 MB on average. Therefore, with this budget
setting we can investigate the scenario in which medium
risk and low risk data are on hold in queue even when there
is still 3G/4G budget available, to reserve sufficient resour-
ces for high risk data. The dataset for each participant is
applied to the three candidate solutions, then average value
and standard deviations are calculated.

Figs. 10 and 11 presents the size of three types of gener-
ated healthcare data: blood glucose, blood pressure, and
heart rate; and the average size of offloaded data for the 10
participants, including high risk, medium risk, and low risk
data, using different candidate solutions under varying
amount of 3G/4G budget. First, we notice that the size
of offloaded data increases as the budget increases, for
example, from 1.48 to 11.65 MB as the budget changes from
1 to 15 MB. These results indicate that the more budget
participants are willing to contribute to the mobile health
applications, the better system performance it will lead to.

Second, we observe that both Hygeia and BestEffort bring
a performance gain to the Baseline solution, even when the
3G/4G budget is just 1MB. This is clear because free WiFi
access points, except at home, are very few. The average off-
loaded data increases from 1.48 to 11.65 MB using Hygeia,
which implies 2.3 and 23.3 times improvements, and from
1.01 to 11.29 MB using BestEffort, which implies 1.4 and
22.8 improvements. Especially, improvements on high-risk
data achieves 25.3 times using Hygeia and 24.4 times using
BestEffort, respectively. These results demonstrate that
3G/4G communications are indispensable in mobile health
applications, and even a small portion of data plan (e.g., 1 MB
in our case) can lead to a boost of system performance.

Third, the performance of Hygeia is slightly better than
BestEffort in all cases. This is mainly because Hygeia stores
low risk data in local queues and offloads them when WiFi
APs are available, while BestEffort operates in an “offload it,
or discard it” manner, thus it less utilizes WiFi APs than
Hygeia.

Fig. 12 depicts the average percentage of offloaded data
to the generated data in total with error bars. For instance,

Fig. 9. Utility performance under varying balance coefficient.

Fig. 10. Three types of generated healthcare data.

Fig. 11. Total size of offloaded data (candidates from left to right: Hygeia,
BestEffort, and Baseline).

Fig. 12. Percentage of offloaded data in total.
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a value of 13.5 indicates that Hygeia offloads 13.5 percent of
generated data on average when the budget is set to 1 MB.
In general, we observe that the percentage of offloaded data
using Hygeia is slightly higher than using BestEffort, since
a little more data are offloaded via WiFi APs. In addition,
we observe that as the budget increases, the standard devia-
tion for both Hygeia and BestEffort goes up to some point,
then starts decreasing.

Figs. 13a, 13b, and 13c shows the average percentage of
offloaded data to all generated data with error bars for high
risk, medium risk, and low risk data, respectively. First, we
are excited that high risk data always achieves 100 percent
delivery ratio using Hygeia, which is the most important
factor for data collection platforms in mobile health. The
Baseline solution only delivers 3.8 percent high risk data,
which is totally undesirable in this type of safety-critical
application. The percentage of offloaded high-risk data
using BestEffort solution increases from 9.34 percent with 1
MB budget to 96.73 percent with 15 MB budget. This is
mainly because the BestEffort approach takes each piece of
data as the same and offloads it as long as 3G/4G budget is
still available. Therefore, the delivery ratio of high risk data
drops significantly as the budget size decreases.

Second, the delivery ratio of medium risk data when
using Hygeia stays at 100 percent when the budget size is
lager than or equal to 3 MB, then drops to 83.1 percent when
the budget size becomes 1 MB. This results indicates that our
proposed budMH algorithm effectively reserves sufficient
resources for possible high risk data based on historical data,
as illustrated in Fig. 13a.

Finally, we notice that the percentage of received low risk
data using Hygeia is almost the same with using BestEffort.
This is reasonable because low risk data occupy the majority
of generated data. Meanwhile, we can see that when budget
size is very small, say 1 or 3 MB, the percentage using Bes-
tEffort is slightly higher than Hygeia, due to the fact that
Hygeia utilize the precious 3G/4G resources more cau-
tiously for potential high risk and medium risk data. This
result validates our design philosophy behind Hygeia,
which is, to guarantee the offloading of high risk data, trans-
fer medium risk data as much as possible if budget allows,
and only offload low risk data when 3G/4G resource is
quite sufficient to cover all generated healthcare data.

4.3.3 Video Sharing

Weproceed to present the experimental results in Video Shar-
ing. Fig. 14 shows the total score of uploaded video clips. We
observe that Forecast achieves the largest score compared to
Forward and Baseline. For instance, when the budget is 900
MB, the scores of Forecast, Forward and Baseline are 51.6, 7.2,
and 3.5, respectively. when the budget is 2,400 MB, the scores
of Forecast, Forward andBaseline are 215.7, 15.6, and 3.5, respec-
tively. This result show that our proposed Forecast solution
successfully optimizes the usage of limited 3G/4G budget
and improves the overall system performance. Fig. 15 shows
the average score of uploaded video clips. We can see similar
trends and Forecast achieves the best performance.

4.4 Discussions

Experimental results in all three applications show that our
proposed solutions achieve better system performance in

Fig. 13. Percentage of offloaded data: High-risk,medium-risk, and low-risk.

Fig. 14. Total score of uploaded video clips. Fig. 15. Average score of uploaded video clips.
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terms of data utility. Note that we only considered this utility
function for the specific scenario, performance when using
other possibilities of the utility function is beyond the
scope of this paper. Our communication framework can be
further optimized by other potential research directions. For
instance, there are potential opportunities to combine our
work with the smart-phone based vehicular networking
techniques that have been emerging recently [29]. Due to the
unknown priori information, opportunistic peer-to-peer
sharing can help offloading data packets. Finally, although
we focus on 3G/4G communication in this paper, our design
is general enough for latest 4G/5G communications as well.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the design, implementation, and
evaluation of a novel mobile sensing system which lever-
ages the 3G/4G budget that participants contribute and is
customized to the heterogeneous needs of multiple mobile
sensing applications. Our proposed algorithms improve the
utility of uploaded mobile sensing data and no user involve-
ment is needed. Experimental results from three different
mobile sensing applications demonstrate that our proposed
algorithms lead to significantly better system performance
compared to alternative solutions.
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